
SMART-LEVEL® FROTH LEVEL CONTROLLER

The Smart-Level® Froth Level Controller has been designed 
to provide accurate level control in a bank of flotation cells. 
 
Measuring the liquid and froth levels using the Smart-Level® 
Froth 100 sensor provides the position of the pulp/froth  
interface as well as the froth thickness. 
 
The pulp/froth interface position is then used to control a 
slurry pinch valve via an air solenoid valve. This enables the 
system to maintain a precise level in the flotation cell  
independently of the incoming flow rate or the froth  
thickness. 
 
Additional features include froth density profile and height 
measurements with real-time flow rate calculations. Further 
features not included in the basic design include SCADA 
integration and real-time analysis using bespoke designed 
software if required.
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The controller has several types of I/O: 

 2 x analogue outputs for re-transmission 

of levels or calculated cell flowrate,  

spray washer control output (if required),  

2 x digital inputs, 1 x analogue input, 

RS485 communications, 2 x relay outputs 

for alarm indication or additional controls. 

There is also an option to use a graphical 

LCD display to provide a visual indication 

of the froth profile and position of the  

various levels updated several times every 

second. The entire profile data can be 

made accessible via the RS485 interface.

The controller uses 

Pulse Width Modulation 

(PWM) to adjust the  

discharge flow rate. This 

PWM is calculated using a 

PID control algorithm 

based on the level in the 

flotation cell.  

 

The combination of the 

algorithm and the  

discharge control allows for 

precise control of the level 

in the cell, independent of 

changes in the incoming 

feed rate and valve size.  

 

Note: There are limitations 

as there is a maximum  

permissible flow rate and 

large step changes in flow 

rate can cause temporary 

errors is level as the control 

algorithm takes time to 

adjust and catch up.

The sensor has 11 selectable measurement ranges for different pulp and froth 

types. The controller has displays which can be configured for levels, froth thickness 

or level setpoint and control error. Different intercept values can be setup for fine 

tuning in different pulps and froth types. Up to three intercepts can configured for 

monitoring levels in multiphase systems. The valve actuation period and duty cycle 

can also be selected for different valve sizes and discharge flow “smoothness” of 

control. Automatic and Manual control is provided for all outputs.

The controller uses two powerful processors to analyse the continuous 

stream of data from the sensor. Using the conductivity measurements 

along the sensor, the controller can determine the pulp/froth and froth/air 

interfaces. The location of the selected interface is then managed by the 

controller by pulsing the pinch valve (Valve #1).



The controller has the facility for three valves: 

1. Valve 1 

2. Valve 2 

3. Wash Valve 
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The pictures below show the final four-cell bank in the pilot plant system. The cell furthest on the left 

has the Smart-Level® 100 Sensor installed. The Smart-Level® Controller has the setpoint at 45 mm 

and we can see that the control error is 0 mm. Modulating the pulsing of the pinch valve at the  

discharge it is possible to keep the level well controlled over a range of input flow-rates. The inset  

picture shows the last cell in the bank (furthest left) with the Smart-Level® 100 Sensor.

1 Can be used to interface to any length of Sensor –  

96 mm, 192 mm, 490 mm, 980 mm or 1 ,960 mm. 

1 Two high bright, 18 mm, four-digit, seven-segment, 

LEDs with ambient light brightness control for display of 

selected values. 

1 Optional graphical, 128 x 64, backlit, LCD display. 

1 Control resolution better than 2% of full scale. 

1 Eleven measurement ranges from 0.0001µS to  

2000 mS for a wide range of sediments, liquids,  

slurries, emulsions and froths. 

1 Up to three intercept selections for tracking levels in 

multiphase solutions. 

1 PID algorithm for level control with selectable  

parameters to suit cell size and flow rates. 

1 Auxiliary power supply of 18 to 36 VDC powered at  

300 mA maximum (excluding current required for  

driving the valves).  

1 Isolation between input and outputs >500 VDC. 

1 All valves are 24 VDC powered at up to 1 A each with 

isolated transistor drive outputs. 

1 One analogue input for remote setpoint control (if 

required), 4-20 mA, 0-20 mA, 0-5 V, 0-10 V. Can also 

be used with a loop powered 4-20 mA transmitter. 

1 Two isolated analogue outputs which can be mapped to 

any measurement or calculated value 4-20 mA,  

0-20 mA, 0-5 V, 0-10 V, ±10 V. 

1 Two relay outputs 0.5 A 230 VAC. 

1 Isolated RS485 communications 115.2 kbs with up to 

32 devices over 1,000 m. 

1 Operating temperature -10°C to +60°C. 

1 Multiple glands (up to five) can be fitted to suit the cable 

connections required. 

1 16-way IP68 chemical resistant locking connector for 

connection to the sensor. 

1 IP68 sealed ABS enclosure with dimensions  

200 x 120 x 90 mm (W x H x D).
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